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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Audit Office of the California High-Speed Rail Authority (Authority) completed an audit of the third
party estimating process. The purpose of the audit was to evaluate current estimating practices for third party
utility relocation costs with a focus on the process for estimating the provisional sum. The objective of the
audit was to determine if the Authority’s current process, policies, and procedures for estimating the utility
relocation provisional sum are adequate. To accomplish this objective, we interviewed those involved in the
estimating process. We also reviewed available written policies, procedures, manuals, and technical
memorandum, as well as applicable agreements.
Estimating third party costs and provisional sums are components of the overall process of estimating project
costs, specifically, the capital cost estimate. The Authority develops the estimating elements (Work
Breakdown Structure cost elements) and the regional consultants provide quantities information for the
elements. Quantities are the units of measurements, and unit prices used to describe the particular item of
work estimated. Quantities information provides details as to how quantities were developed and calculated,
including any limitations.
The technical memorandum titled “Capital Cost Estimating Methodology for 15% Design Methodology”
issued by the Program Controls Branch provides guidance for the preparation of reliable and accurate capital
cost estimates for the 15% design level. The technical memorandum is intended to provide guidelines for
accurately and consistently estimating the costs of capital infrastructures and system for the 15% design level.
The technical memorandum also provides a framework for defining the scope and technical basis for the
estimate.
Based on our audit, we found the Authority has an adequate cost estimating process in place for estimating
third party provisional sums. However, we found areas in which the Authority could improve its estimating
process for third party provisional sum cost estimates. Our review found the Program Controls Branch could
create more accurate estimates with better quantity information. Also, the Program Controls Branch is not
routinely validating or refining the provisional sum estimate process as new and better information (e.g.,
most current information, including actual costs) is available as the project progresses.
The report contains the following recommendations:



The Authority should determine the benefits of and responsibility for obtaining more detailed quantity
information.



The Program Controls Branch should routinely validate/refine the provisional sum estimating
process.
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BACKGROUND
Estimating third party utility relocation costs and provisional sums are components of the overall process of
estimating project costs, specifically, the capital cost estimate. The California High-Speed Rail Authority
(Authority) directs the regional consultants to conduct the preliminary engineering and project-specific
environmental work. The Authority develops the estimating elements (Work Breakdown Structure cost
elements) and the regional consultants provide quantities information for the elements. Quantities are the
units of measurements and the unit prices used to describe the particular item of work involved. Quantities
information provides details as to how quantities were developed and calculated, including any limitations.
The regional consultants are responsible for developing design concepts at a sufficient level of detail to
develop accurate cost estimates. The regional consultants gather and provide information in determining a
preferred alignment by the Authority and for the Board’s approval. During the preliminary engineering
phase, the regional consultants identify utilities to be relocated (also referred to as conflicts), generate a
conflicts map, and provide the quantities information to the Program Controls Branch for verification and
determination of unit prices using estimating software and the Authority’s Work Breakdown Structure.
On December 24, 2013, the Program Controls Branch issued a technical memorandum titled “Capital Cost
Estimating Methodology for 15% Design Level” describing the capital cost estimating methodology that
provides guidance for the preparation of reliable and accurate capital cost estimates for the 15% design level.
The Capital Cost Estimating Methodology is intended to provide guidelines for accurately and consistently
estimating the costs of capital infrastructures and system for the 15% design level. The methodology also
provides a framework for defining the scope and technical basis for the estimate. The guidance offers
standards and procedures for the location, assessments, protection and placement of underground and
overhead utilities located within and in proximity of the Authority’s right of way.
The provisional sums are frequently included in major infrastructure projects to provide an allocation for
items of work that must be performed but cannot be quantified in advance. The Authority has utilized limited
provisional sums in the construction packages, e.g., to pay for utility relocations. The audit reviewed the
estimating process for the third party provisional sum estimates used for the construction packages.
During the course of our audit, the Program Controls Branch issued the Cost Management Procedure, on
March 29, 2017, documenting the organization, strategies, and processes to be implemented for cost
management and defining roles and responsibilities of personnel involved in cost management, including
estimating capital costs. However, we did not asses the adequacy and effectiveness of the process given its
recent implementation.

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
The scope of the audit covered the capital cost estimating process with the focus on the provisional sum
estimating process related to utility relocations. The objective of the audit was to determine if the Authority’s
current process, policies, and procedures for estimating the utility relocation provisional sum are adequate.
We interviewed Authority and Rail Delivery Partner and Project Construction Management consultant staff.
We reviewed policies and procedures relating to the estimating process. We also reviewed the contracts for
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the Rail Delivery Partner, the Project Construction Management for three construction package, seven
Regional Consultants, and the design-build contracts for Construction Package 1. Our audit was conducted in
accordance with the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing issued by the
Institute of Internal Auditors.
The audit took place in the Sacramento and the Central Valley Regional offices. On June 8, 2017, the results
of the review were discussed with management. A response from the Program Delivery Office was requested
and is attached.

RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on our audit, we found the Authority has a third party utility provisional sum cost estimating process in
place. However, we found areas in which the Authority could improve its estimating process.

Finding 1:
The Program Controls Branch could create more accurate estimates with better information.
The regional consultant contracts require quantities to be developed in the format prescribed by the Authority.
The technical memorandum related to cost estimates does not have sufficient guidance to meet the Program
Controls Branch’s expectations of detailed quantities information from the Regional Consultants.
Recommendation:
The Authority should determine the benefits of and responsibility for obtaining more detailed quantity
information.

Finding 2:
The Program Controls Branch is not routinely validating or refining the provisional sum estimating process as
new and better information (e.g., most current information, including actual costs) is available as the project
progresses.
A component of internal control is monitoring which, in the context of cost estimating, would include
periodically examining the information used to develop the provisional sum estimate to determine if
additional information should be used to create a more accurate estimate. The Program Controls Branch is
not required to routinely validate or refine the capital cost estimate, including the provisional sum cost
estimate. The current cost estimating technical memorandum and plan do not have any procedures that state
the Program Controls Branch should validate estimates as the design and project progresses.
Recommendation:
The Program Controls Branch should routinely validate/refine the provisional sum estimating process.
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